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Abstract

Observations of the solar wind ion-charge states suggested that the origin of solar wind is associated with nanoflare-like impulsive

events. It has been suggested by Che and Goldstein that the nearly isotropic electron halo observed in the solar wind electron

velocity distribution function may originate from nanoflare-accelerated electron beams below 1.1 R {sun} from the solar surface

through the non-linear electron two-stream instability (ETSI). This model unifies the origins of kinetic waves, the electron halo,

and the coronal weak Type III bursts, and establishes a link between the solar wind observables and the electron dynamics

in nanoflares. One of the important predictions of this model is that the halo-core temperature ratio is anti-correlated with

the density ratio, and the minimum halo-core temperature ratio is \sim 4 , a relic of the ETSI heating and has been found

to be consistent with WIND, ACE and Helios observations. However, the density and the relative drift of the electron beams

in the source region in the corona, which are essential for the evolution of ETSI, cannot be directly measured. In this paper,

using a set of particle-in-cell simulations and kinetic theory, we show that a necessary condition for an isotropic halo to develop

is that the ratio of beam density n b and the background n 0 be lower than a critical value N c ˜ 0.3. Heating of the core

electrons becomes weaker with decreasing beam density, while the heating of halo electrons becomes stronger. As a result, the

temperature ratio of the halo and core electrons increases with the decrease of the beam density. We apply these results to the

current observations and discuss the possible electron beam density produced in the nanoflares.
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The Origin of Electron Halo of Solar Wind Is A Puzzle  

Strahl in the fast wind is believed to be formed by magnetic focusing effects. 

Pilipp et al, 1987, JGR Numerous studies show that the 
formation  of  halo  requires 
strong wave scattering generated 
by kinetic instabilities (Marsch, 
LRSP,2006) 

Vocks et al  (2005) argue that 
halo  may  be  developed  by 
whistler  wave  in  the  solar 
corona.

Helios observations show electron Halo already  
forms at 0.3 AU  and propagates to 1AU.

Ko et al. 1996 ;Esser & Edgar 
2000; Laming 2004; Feldman et 
al. 2008 discovered that the 
electron velocity distribution 
function in the lower  corona 
have a superathermal tail.



The Origin of Electron Beams and Solar Flares
Benz, 2017

Emslie et al, 2004, 2005



Evidence of Nanoflare-associated Electron beams  
Electron beams accelerated during nanoflares produce weak 
coronal Type III radio bursts with Tb~10^7 K~keV. The keV 

electron beams — Free energy.

The typical Tb for flare 
type III radio bursts is 

~10^15 K 

Statistical survey 10,000 type III radio bursts  observed by the Nancy Radioheliograph 
from 1998 to 2008 found associated with nanoflares (Saint-Hilaire et al, ApJ, 2013).



Nanoflares 
(proposed by E. Parker in 1988. Recent Hi-C, SDO and IRIS provide both direct and indirect 

evidences for the existence)

Solar Flare Nanoflare 

Energy  1032 ergs 1023 -1024 ergs 
~10-9 flare

Location and Size Active region (106  km) Everywhere (1000 km)

Occurrence Rate
Several a day at active-
time and less than one 
per week at quite-time.

 106 nanoflares per second 
in the whole Sun, even at 
the Sun quiet-time.

Electron Density Ratio 25-50% of background ~should not be small

Nanoflares may provide semi-continuous free energy.



The Connection Between Nanoflares  
and Solar Wind

Nanoflares: merging of small magnetic loops rooted from 
photosphere due to the super granulation convection.
Solar Wind: originating from the plasma ejected by  
Nanoflares.

Marsch, ILWS workshop 2006 
IRIS science special issue, 2005



 Evidence of Nanoflare-Origin Solar Wind  

• Nearly Photospheric 
composition 

• Frozen-in temperature 
8x10^5 

• From coronal hole

Fast Wind>400km/s

Slow Wind <400km/s
• Lower Coronal 

composition 
• Frozen-in temperature 

1.5x10^6 
• From quiet Sun

Gloeckler et al., 2003, JGR

Fisk Kinetic Solar Wind Model, 2003, JGR
 Feldman et al., 2005, JGR 



Generation of KAW and Whistler waves by 
Weibel Instability and Inverse Energy Cascade

Che, Goldstein, and Vinas, PRL, 2014

Observation of solar wind KAW 

Sahraoui, et al, 2009, PRL

parallel perpendicular

magnitude of &B is  ~20% of background 

Bz



Formation of Electron Halo in the Solar Wind 
Che & Goldstein, ApjL, 2014

ObservationSimulation

Intrinsic relations 
between corn-halo: 1:

2: The mean relative drift between the core and halo-strahl is about 
the core thermal speed, a relics of electron two-stream instability.   

 energy conversion 
 factor from beam kinetic  
 energy into thermal energy, 
 Ct ~ 0.9-1.

nhot = nh + ns, Thot = (nhTh + nsTs)/(nh + ns) h=halo, s=strahl



WIND Observation on the Core-Halo-strahl Temperature Relation

Macneil et al, Ann Geophys, 2017

Thot/Tc ⇠ 4

One day Slow Wind  data   
At solar  minimum 



How Electron Beam Density Affects 
the Formation of Electron Halo?

• We discovered that the electron beam density  beyond 
0.3 , (  is the background density) the electron halo can 
not be developed.


• Heating of the core electrons become weaker with 
decreasing beam density while the heating of halo 
electrons becomes stronger, explaining the physical 
meaning of the predicted anti-correlated relation.

nb
n0 n0



with high beam density. In Section 3, we first show in the
simulations the existence of a critical upper limit for electron
halo formation. We then show that the critical value of the
beam density is determined by the competition between
resonant inverse Landau damping of the electron beam and
the nonresonant inverse Landau damping that heats the core,
and heuristic calculations show that the electron halo can only
form when nb/n0<Nc∼0.3, which agree with our simula-
tions. The conversion rate from kinetic beam energy to core
heating CT increases with beam density for beam densities
nb/n0<Nc and becomes ∼1 when nb/n0∼Nc. For low nb/n0,
the core is weakly heated. How these results affect our
interpretation of observations is discussed in Section 4.

2. Numerical Model and Simulation Results

2.1. PIC Model and Simulation Setup

In our 2.5D PIC model (one numerical cell in the third
dimension of space and full 3D in velocity), the magnetic field

ˆ=B B x0 and the electron/ion densities are initially uniform. In
the ion co-moving frame, the initial ion VDF is a single
isotropic Maxwellian while the electron VDF is a core-beam
bi-Maxwellian (Figure 1) in the form of
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where v⊥
2 ≡ vey

2 +vez
2 , d º n nb 0, Tc0, and Tb are the initial

electron temperature of the core and the beam, respectively, vc0
is the initial drift velocity of the core, and vbis the initial drift of
the beam. The drift velocities satisfy ( )d d- = -v v1 c b0 to
maintain null current, and the ion temperature Ti=Tc0.

In collisionless plasmas, especially when turbulence is
present, thermal equilibrium is commonly difficult to maintain.
In nonequilibrium plasmas, pressure is a tensor in kinetic
theory (Che et al. 2018) and is defined as

( ¯ )( ¯ ) ( ) ( )ò= - -� x vm v v v v f t dv, , , 4ij i i j j
3

where v̄i and v̄j are the ith and jth components of the mean
velocity of particles. The temperature tensor is then defined as

( )
( )

ò
=!

x v

P

f t dv, ,
, 5ij

ij

3

where the diagonal terms T11=Tx, T22=Ty and T33=Tz are
the anisotropic temperature components, and the trace of tensor
! is the total thermal energy.

A total of nine simulations with different density ratios and
drift velocities were carried out, all with the same domain size
Lx=Ly=16di and periodic boundaries in both the x and y
directions. The total number of cells in each dimension is 5120
and the particle number per cell is 100. For each of the
simulations, the total simulation time is ωpe,0t=10,560, where

( )w p= n e m4pe e,0 0
2 1 2. The speed of light in these simula-

tions is c=100vA, where vA is the Alfvén speed. We used a
mass ratio mi/me=100. We adopt kTb=kTc0=0.25mi vA

2

and b p= =n T B8 0.25c0 0 0
2 , similar to the plasma environ-

ment of the solar corona, where k is the Boltzmann constant.
All of the quantities in this paper are dimensionless and are

normalized as follows: length to di, time to w-
pe,0

1 , density to n0,
velocity to ( )p=v B m n4A i0 0

1 2, magnetic field to B0, and
electric field to E0=vA B0/c.
The simulations were performed with five different fractional

beam densities δ ranging from 0.05 to 0.5. The density ratio of
the core and beam nb/nc0=1 for δ=0.5, where the core
density nc0/n0=1−δ. We show five representative runs with
different δ, vb, and relative drift between the core and the beam

∣ ∣ ( )= - = +v v v n n v1d b c b c b0 0 in Table 1. Four additional
runs with different vd from Run 1, 2, and 5 were used to study
the effects of the relative drift vd on halo formation with the
same δ (Table 2). In all simulations, the relative drifts vd are
much larger than the threshold of ETSI, i.e., the core electron
thermal velocity ( )= ~v kT m v5tc c e A,0 0

1 2 , and hence, the
ETSI linear stage is reasonably well described by the cold
plasma limit (Che 2016b). Note that for nb/nc0= 1 the growth
rate of ETSI is ( )g w~ n n2b c pe1 0

1 3
,0 and the fastest growing

mode has w~k vf pe d1 ,0 . For nb/nc0∼1, the instability is
usually called the counter streaming instability and the growth
rate in this case is g w~ -2 pe2

3 2
,0 while the fastest growing

mode has w~k v3 2f pe d2 ,0 . In the analysis of the simula-
tions, we found that γ1 is good enough to describe the runs with

Figure 1. An illustration of initialization of bi-Maxwellian VDF in PIC
simulations.

Table 1
Simulation Initial Parameters

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

δ 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5
nb/nc0 0.053 0.11 0.25 0.67 1.0
vb 80 60 40 20 15
vd 84.2 66.6 50.0 33.4 30.0
vp 24.6 24.6 23.2 0 0
g wpe,0 0.29 0.35 0.4 0.38 0.38
kfdi 13 17 20 30 33
WD 43.6 54.4 58 43.6 42.5
K 1.68 1.98 2 1.33 1.13

Note. δ=nb/n0—ratio of electron beam density to background electron
density; nb/nc0—density ratio of the beam and the core; vb—beam drift; vd—
relative drift; vp—the phase speed of ETSI; γ—growth rate; kf—wave-number
of the fastest growing mode; WD—beam kinetic energy flux; K—the total
kinetic energy of the core-beam.
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electromagnetic Weibel instability is driven by the localized
current sheets caused by the trapped electrons in the electron
holes. We found that the Weibel instability transforms the
electrostatic waves into electromagnetic kinetic waves, result-
ing in whistler waves propagating along x and KAWs
propagating along y (Che et al. 2014). The kinetic energy
released on electron scale is inversely transferred to ion scale
through the coupling between whistler waves and KAWs, and
the kinetic turbulence is fully developed (Che et al. 2014, for
details). A large density ratio also leads to a faster full
saturation of the kinetic turbulence. The full saturation time of
kinetic turbulence varies from ωpe,0t∼2000 for δ=0.5 to
10,000 for δ=0.05.

Besides the density dependence, the fastest growing mode
of the ETSI is dependent on the core-beam relative drift,
i.e., ( ) w~ -k n n vf c pe d1 0 0

1 2
,0

1 for Runs 1, 2, and 3, and
( ) w w~ ~- -k v v3 2f pe d pe d2

1 2
,0

1
,0

1 for Runs 4 and 5. In
Figure 3, we show the spatial power spectra of the parallel
electric field fluctuations δEx in Runs 1 to 5. The corresponding
wavenumbers kfdi of the fastest growing modes generally agree
with the expected values in Table 1; although, for low-density
beams, the wavelength of the fastest growing estimated by
linear analysis appears to be slightly lower than what we
observe in these simulations. The wavenumber of the fastest
growing mode clearly increases as the relative drift decreases.
The correlation between the fastest growing mode wavelength
and the relative drift causes a similar correlation between
the wavelength of the ETSI-generated electromagnetic waves
and the relative drift. The magnetic field fluctuations δBz for
δ=0.05 with vd=80 and δ=0.5 with vd=30 at the peak
of linear growth stage and full saturation stages are shown in the
xy-plane in Figure 2. The average wavelength of the electro-
magnetic waves is longer for vd=80 than for vd=30, as
expected.

In Figure 4, we show the time evolution of the electric and
magnetic field fluctuations dá ñEx

2 1 2 and dá ñBz
2 1 2. As expected,

the ETSI peaks earlier (as manifested by the peak of electric
field fluctuations) for electron beams with high densities than
with low densities. For example, the ETSI is triggered around
ωpe,0t∼10 for beam density δ=0.5, dá ñEx

2 1 2 reaches its peak
within w gD ~ »t 1 2.6pe,0 at w ~t 12.6pe,0 , while for
δ=0.05, dá ñEx

2 1 2 reaches its peak within w gD ~ »t 1pe,0

3.4 at w ~t 13.4.pe,0 The first peaks of dá ñBz
2 1 2 are induced by

the fastest growing electric field through Ampere’s law ´
= ¶B E ct , resulting in d d d d~B E y t cz x , where d p~y k2 f

and d g~t 1 . For example, for δ=0.1,δy∼0.2di, and d ~t
w-2.7 pe,0

1 , the mean value of dá ñEx
2 1 2 at the ETSI peak is ∼20,

and thus dá ñ ~B 0.1z
2 1 2 , agrees with what we see in Figure 4.

The second peak of dá ñBz
2 1 2 corresponds to the Weibel

instability. It is noticeable that the electric and magnetic field
fluctuations are much higher in simulations with low beam
densities compared to those with high beam densities, which
appear to be counter intuitive. The reason for this is that while
beams with higher densities are capable of generating stronger
waves, these waves are quickly dissipated through the heating
of electrons. The details of this process is discussed in
Section 3.3. Consequently, the Weibel instability with beam
densities δ=0.4 and 0.5 are also much weaker than those with
δ=0.05 and 0.1. Eventually the electromagnetic kinetic
turbulence saturates and dá ñBz

2 1 2 becomes flat as a function
of time.
The effect of beam density on the growth of waves is better

demonstrated by looking at the conversion of kinetic energy of
the core-beam to wave energy. The initial kinetic energy K
stored in the drifts of core and beam is the free energy source of
the ETSI and feeds the wave growth by inverse Landau
damping. Thus, a larger K is expected to produce larger electric
fluctuations dá ñEx

2 . However, we show below that this is not
always the case, and in the five simulations we have discussed
so far, the density ratio is the deciding factor indicating the
amount of energy conversion. In Table 3, we list the total
kinetic energy K of the core-beam, and the peak electric field
fluctuations for the five simulation runs with different beam
densities. We also show the electric wave energies at the peak
of the ETSI and the ratio of the peak electric field energy and
the total kinetic energy of the core-beam r, which can be used
as a measure of how much of the total beam kinetic energy is
lost to the excitation of electrostatic waves. While the kinetic
energy of the beam decreases from Run 1 to Run 5 by ∼30%, r
decreases by a factor of five. The conversion factor r decreases
monotonously even when K in Runs 2 and 3 increases from
Run 1. In Runs 8 and 9 (not shown in Table 3), we doubled the
initial relative drift of the core-beam from Runs 4 and 5
(Table 2), and resulting in K=5.36 and 4.52 for Runs 8 and 9,
respectively, which are much higher than the total kinetic
energy in Runs 1 and 2. However, in both cases, the electric
wave energies are low, with r∼0.001, comparable to the
values found in Runs 4 and 5, and much lower than the value in
Runs 1 and 2. These results clearly show that the electrostatic
waves grow less strongly when the beam density is high.
On the other hand, we see that dá ñEx

2 1 2 and dá ñBx
2 1 2 with

various beam densities saturates to a similar level, indicating
stronger dissipation of wave energy and beam electron heating
in the runs with lower beam densities. The wave-particle

Figure 3. 2D power spectra (in logarithmic scale) of the parallel electric field fluctuation δEx for different relative drifts.
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kinetic turbulence fully saturates for both runs. In Run 1, the
long “hot tail” seen at ωpe,0t∼800 is now scattered to become
nearly isotropic and form a halo, while in Run 5, the core and
beam completely merge into a single and nearly isotropic
electron population and no halo is formed.

In Figure 6, we show 1D slices of the 2D electron VDFs in
directions perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field
crossing the peaks of the VDFs at ωpe,0t=10,400 for all five
simulation runs. At this stage, all simulations have reached a
turbulent equilibrium state, and the electron VDFs show clear
dependence on the beam density δ. The electron VDFs of Runs
1 and 2 have significant halo components while neither Runs 4
nor 5 show any sign of a halo. The halo in Run 3 with δ=0.2
is rather weak and anisotropic. We model the core–halo
electron VDFs with a bi-Maxwellian function for Runs 1, 2,
and 3. For Runs 4 and 5, a single Maxwellian is used. To
estimate the model parameters, we fit the models to the
simulated EVDF slices in parallel and perpendicular directions
as shown in Figure 5. It should be noted that the core electron
VDFs appear to have obvious flat tops for δ=0.4 and 0.5.
These are less obvious for smaller δ and become nearly
invisible for δ=0.05. Directly fitting a Maxwellian to the core
with flat tops could underestimate the core temperature,
especially for Runs 4 and 5. Instead of finding a more accurate
function to fit the VDFs, it is more robust to estimate the
temperature of the electron core with the FWHM of the VDF.

We list the model parameters in Table 2. For the core
component, we list estimates using both the best-fit (the first
numbers) and the FWHM measurements that are converted to
Maxwellian temperatures (the second numbers). The difference
between these two numbers increases with δ, implying the
deviation from Maxwellian increases with δ. The beam kinetic
energy conversion factor CT (see Section 3.3) is calculated
using the estimations using the FWHM measurements.
Why is the electron halo weak and anisotropic or not present

in the late stage VDFs in the simulations with high density
beams? Is there a critical density for the formation of
electron halo?

3.2. The Critical Beam Density for the Formation of
Electron Halo

From the discussions above, the formation of the electron
halo requires two conditions: strong heating of beam electrons
to form a long hot tail and strong whistler waves and KAWs to
scatter the tail into an isotropic halo. The heating of beam
electrons is through the trapping by electron holes, which
are generated by inverse Landau damping of beam electrons
during the linear stage of the ETSI (Che et al. 2013). The
electron holes are able to trap electrons with velocity
∣ ∣ ( )d< ~ - -v v em E ke x ftrap

1 1 1 2, where vtrap is determined by
the depth of the electron hole potential f, i.e., me vtrap

2 ∼ef and
Ex∼fkf. The quasi-adiabatic motion of the trapped electrons

Figure 5. The 2D electron VDFs at different times for Run 1 (upper panels) and 2 (lower panels). Left panel: ωpi t=0; middle panel: ωpe,0t=800; right panel:
ωpe,0t=10,400. A logarithmic scale is used in the plots.
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inside the wave troughs leads to efficient electron energy
exchange with the solitary waves and results in fast phase
mixing and strong electron heating in a short period of time,
which is w~ -

pe,0
1 . Strong wave scattering requires the ETSI to be

strong enough to generate whistler waves and KAWs through
Weibel instability. The Weibel instability is produced by the
localized electron currents of trapped electrons in the electron
holes. Both electron heating and scattering require large
amplitude electron holes, implying an efficient inverse Landau
damping between waves and beam electrons. The resonant
inverse Landau damping requires the phase speed of ETSI
should be smaller than the beam speed, i.e., vp<vb, where vp
is approximately the phase speed of the fastest growing mode
of the ETSI.

To better illustrate the underlying principles, in the
following, we use the fastest growing mode obtained in the
cold plasma limit in the discussion of the resonance Landau
damping and inverse Landau damping in the linear stage of the
ETSI. For beam density n b/n c0∼1, the core and beam
electrons stream have velocities ∼±vb, the unstable mode is
nearly purely imaginary and the real frequency is close to zero.
Thus, vp≈0 (see Figure 7). This means that both the core and
beam electrons experience a nonresonant inverse Landau
damping, and both core and beam electrons are heated nearly
equally by the trapping and de-trapping of electron holes,
leading to the merging of core and beam electrons into a single

thermal component with a flat top, as we have seen in
simulations Runs 4 and 5. The flat top implies the saturation of
inverse Landau damping.
For small n b/n c0, in the cold plasma limit we estimate

( ) ( )w= ~ +v k n n n n v2 1p rf f b c b c b0
1 3

0 . In the top panel of
Figure 7, we illustrate the relative locations of vp, vb, and vc0
in velocity space. We can show that ∣ ∣ < <v v vc p b0 (see
Section 3.3), where ( )= -v n n vc b c b0 0 . In such a case, a strong
inverse Landau damping is produced only on beam electrons
and very weak inverse Landau damping is produced on the core
electrons. Interestingly the inverse Landau damping resonance
condition vp<vb, i.e.,

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )+ <

n
n

n
n2

1 1, 6b

c

b

c0

1 3

0

puts an upper limit on the density ratio for efficient formation
of the electron halo and also a density limit for the validity of
using cold plasma approximation of the ETSI. Solving
Equation (6), we find the critical density ratio of the core-beam:

( )<
n
n

0.5. 7b

c0

The critical density ratio of the core to the beam of 0.5 can also
be expressed in terms of the ratio of beam density to the

Figure 6. Top panels: images of electron VDFs f (vx, vy) in the 2D velocity space (vx, vy) at ωpe,0t=10,400. Middle panels: cuts of the 2D electron VDFs along the
magnetic field. Bottom panels: cuts of the 2D electron VDFs perpendicular to the magnetic field. The red dashed lines are the total bi-Maxwellian functional fit (a sum
of green and blue lines). The model parameters are shown in Table 2.
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Conclusions 
• We discovered that the electron beam density  beyond 

0.3 , (  is the background density) the electron halo can 
not be developed.


• Heating of the core electrons become weaker with 
decreasing beam density while the heating of halo 
electrons becomes stronger, explaining the physical 
meaning of the predicted anti-correlated relation.

nb
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